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Notes on Accessibility (1)



Notes on Accessibility (2)

•Accessibility framed around requests
•Who is positioned to make requests?

•Not just “accommodations”

•Policies inadequate without enforcement*

•Not a success criterion
•Accessible when?
•For whom?
•To what degree?



Some venues advertise having accessible washrooms, accessible spaces 
more generally, but hide them behind heavy manual doors, past 
staircases, narrow hallways, etc. (Here, a classroom that shows four 
spaces accessible to wheelchair users is only accessible by stairs and 
manual doors.)

Left Image taken from 
ace.utoronto.ca.

Right image taken from 
classfind.com

http://ace.utoronto.ca/i/Photos/Website/RoomPlansPDF/AB107.pdf
http://classfind.com/toronto/room/AB107#two


Notes on Accessibility (2 cont)

•Accessibility framed around requests
•Who is positioned to make requests?

•Not just “accommodations”

•Policies inadequate without enforcement

•Not a success criterion
•Accessible when?
•For whom?
•To what degree?

•Access friction



Notes on Accessibility (3): Invitations

• Prioritize your wellbeing: This presentation makes non-graphic 
references to ableism, racism, and other structures of violence, 
and I cannot foresee what is distressing to you.

• Leave, move, stim, roll, walk around: Use the space as we need!

• Download an access copy of slides, ask for image descriptions

• Ask me to repeat myself, explain, or slow down: English is my 
primary language and I speak quickly and with occasional 
disruptions; I’d much rather be clear than finish every slide.

• Follow up with me later: I welcome slow, discontinuous thinking 
and less-public conversation; reach out by email etc!



Notes on 
language 
choices

Image: with permission of Cathy Browne 
(exhibiting at the Hatch Art Gallery on
campus)



Notes on Language (1): “We”

•Varied uses of “we” in this presentation; you are 
encouraged to critically identify or disidentify as 
appropriate. For example:

•We as disabled people
•We as people in this conference
•We as academic philosophers
•We as white people
•We as settler colonizers



Notes on Language (2): “Disability”

• Today: model-neutral, heterogenous use

• Emphasis: psychiatric and cognitive disabilities, including mental 
illness, though such distinctions are difficult to maintain (if not 
outright problematic; see Tremain 2017)

• Disability as exclusionary focus?: Many identify with/as other 
identities, with or instead of disability, including: autistic, 
psychiatric survivors, ill, mad, Deaf, deaf, neurodivergent, etc. 

• Person-centred not person-first language

• Nondisabled not able-bodied

• Nonapparent rather than invisible



Notes on Language (3): “Ableism”

• Ableism: Infrequently the “proper” term; used in this 
presentation for convenience
• But note: academic distinctions and/vs common uses

•Disableism and/versus ableism
•Global differences in popularity
•Different relationships to models of disability
•Different emphases

•Disability & Ability as also gendered, raced, classed, ...



Disabling Inquiry

Bruce Horak (showing work at 
the Hatch exhibit). Image 
removed from online slides.



CS Peirce: Inquiry and surprise

•“Every inquiry whatsoever takes its rise in the 
observation, in one or another of the three 
Universes, of some surprising phenomenon, 
some experience which either disappoints an 
expectation, or breaks in upon some habit of 
expectation of the inquisiturus; and each 
apparent exception to this rule only confirms it” 
(Peirce, “A Neglected Argument…”)



Toronto Transit Commission: 
Inquiry and Surprise

Disability is rarely visible or apparent, even to those used to 
seeking it out; inaccessibility is rarely a surprise



“Disabling Inquiries”: Two senses (1)

• Inquiries that frame understandings of disability
• Emphases on nondisabled research and researchers 
•Misinformed and stigmatizing deployments of disability
• Sources of rhetorical and material exclusions
• Looping effects that facilitate understandings of disability 

as a “naturally occurring, disadvantageous phenomenon 
that exists apart from and prior to force relations and 
thus is not suitable to philosophical discussions of social 
power” (Tremain, 2017)



“Disabling Inquiries”: Two senses (2)

• To notice, embrace, and lead with the perspectives 
and disruptions that disability creates within research 
& inquiry
• See also “queering”, “cripping” (Sandahl 2003)
•Not just inquiries about content pertaining to 

disability: what would disabling our methods and
practices of inquiry look like?



On perishing

“It’s publish or perish, and he hasn’t published”



On Perishing

•Divided ways of 
communicating (publish, 
present, email…)

•Hierarchies of 
sanctioned, citable 
communications

• “Blind”/Anonymous

•Online/Offline

• Ableism/Disableism



Dysfluency (Joshua St Pierre)

• “Paralleling the way in which speech has no 
meaning outside of an interpretive context 
involving a hearer, so stuttering cannot be 
understood apart from expectations of 
“normal”. What if we saw stuttering as 
constructed by a hearer prejudiced against 
"broken" speech as well as its speaker, and 
thus as a product of ableism” (2012)

• “dysfluency offers a critical response by 
questioning who can access, participate, and 
even belong within collective time.” (2017)

Jon Adams: “Emergency Alphabet” 



Hashtags and community-driven knowledge

• A hashtag is a type of metadata 
tag used on social network and 
microblogging services which 
makes it easier for users to find 
messages with a specific theme or 
content. 

• Hashtags are searchable tags that 
allow for unified conversation, and 
around which communities—and 
communities of resistance in 
particular—can build (see 
#congressh)

• #WhyDisabledPeopleDropout
(Kayle Hill)

• #ThingsDisabledPeopleKnow

• #SayTheWord

• #ActuallyAutistic (community)

• #SuckItAbleism (Alice Wong)

• #InaccessibilityHangover (Shay 
Erlich)

• #AcademicAbleism (Zara Bain)



Zines, mental health, disability

• Short for (fan)magazine, commonly a small-
circulation self-published work of original or 
appropriated texts and images

• Typically no editors beyond the authors, no 
review process, and fewer structural factors 
to block work from entering circulation.

• There are zine festivals, zines dedicating to 
reviewing and indexing lists of zines, distros 
(distributors), barter economies and 
commercial sales…: there is community built 
around the ephemerality of zines. 



Disrupting citational norms
• But: locating and learning from 

resources versus citing them.
• Risky disclosures and testimonial 

competence (see Dotson 2011; 
Kerschbaum et al 2017)

• Consent to cite is assumed of published 
academic work; what of other means of 
production?

• Paying for knowledge when profiting 
from knowledge (e.g., Davis 2018 on 
epistemic appropriation)

• Ex: Live-tweeting without consent



Disabling Inquiry and citation

Beyond following accessibility standards and legislation, 
building individual virtues and responsiveness, minimal 
anti-ableist commitments to accessibility will demand
•Critical reflection on what we say, who we cite, and 
who the ‘we’ includes and precludes
•Plural means of presentation
•Rethinking hierarchies of evidence and citation
•Challenging a universal right to cite



Conclusion



Notes

• An updated bibliography of works cited and those considered in citing 
will be available from cdf.so/cpa within one week of the presentation.


